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“Alice was beginning to get
very tired of sitting by her
sister on the bank, and of
having nothing to do: once or
twice she had peeped into the
book her sister was reading,
but it had no pictures or
conversations in it, “and what
is the use of a book,” thought
Alice, “without pictures or
conversation?”
L. Caroll. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
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What is a picture book?
Picture book is a book, usually a children's
book, in which the illustrations are as
important as (or even more important than)
the words in telling the story (Children’s
Books Glossary).
In picture books, illustrations and words
usually complete each other, and readers
often understand the story by looking at the
illustrations, the words, or the illustrations
and the words at the same time (Jalongo,
2004).

Why picture books?
There is in a picture book,
make no mistake,
something for the eye,
something for the heart,
something for the mind,
something for the funny bone,
something for the senses.
P. Gauch, 2012
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What makes a good picture book?
engaging illustrations;
varied and colourful characters;
humour;
elements of pattern, rhyme and repetition;
an interesting plot that captures the attention of
the reader;
• rich vocabulary;
• re-readability;
• a story that teaches a concept or value.
From: Picture books
•
•
•
•
•

What creatures can you spot in your
garden?

From: Nature Trail by
Benjamin Zephaniah.
Illustrated by Nila Aye
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At the bottom of my garden
There's a hedgehog and a frog
And a lot of creepy-crawlies
Living underneath a log,
There's a baby daddy long legs
And an easy-going snail
And a family of woodlice,
All are on my nature trail.
There are caterpillars waiting
For their time to come to fly,
There are worms turning the
earth over
As ladybirds fly by,
Birds will visit, cats will visit
But they always chose their time

And I've even seen a fox visit
This wild garden of mine.
Squirrels come to nick my
nuts
And busy bees come buzzing
And when the night time
comes
Sometimes some dragonflies
come humming,
My garden mice are very shy
And I've seen bats that growl
And in my garden I have
seen
A very wise old owl.
Nature Trail by Benjamin
Zephaniah. Illustrated by
Nila Aye

Ideas for teaching
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Beginning, Middle, End.
Choose one of these questions:
• If this image is the beginning of a
story, what might happen next?
• If this image is the middle of a
story, what might have happened
before? What might be about to
happen?
• If this image is the end of a story,
what might the story be?
Illustration by Anna Wilsonink

Ruby
What do you
think Ruby
and the boy
are talking
about ?
What’s
behind
them?
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What are you most worried about? What
helps you to make the worry disappear?

I see, I think, I wonder…
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Three Snow Bears

Ideas for teaching
Compare “Three Snow
Bears” with the
traditional fairy tale by
letting students decide
which statement is true
about which story, e.g.
The girl tried on boots.
The girl broke a chair.
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The Mitten

The Mitten
Song
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Look at the cover of the
book.Who do you think is
The Gruffalo?
Which words could be used to
describe its
• claws
• teeth
• prickles
• jaws
• tusks
• wart

Ideas for teaching
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I love my shoes
Read the story
about Pete the Cat.
While he was
walking, he
stepped into all
sorts of things and
his white shoes
changed colour.
Make your guesses
and fill in the gaps
with a suitable
word.

Books and videos used
Donaldson, J. (1999). The Gruffalo.
Gauch P. (2012). New York Public Library talk The Picture Book as an Act of Mischief.
Jalongo, M. (2004). Young children and picture books (2nd ed.).
Picture books. https://natlib.govt.nz/schools/reading-engagement/childrens-and-youthliterature/picture-books
Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fj_z6zGQVyM
Ruby Finds a Worry. Tom Percival. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCyiiHI2SJU
The Gruffalo. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADqon006eRY&t=31s
The Mitten…Make Books Come Alive #3. https://cleodelancey.wordpress.com/2014/12/09/the-mittenmake-books-come-alive-3/
The Mitten: Read Aloud Video with Jan Brett. https://www.rif.org/literacy-central/material/mitten-readaloud-video-jan-brett
The Mitten Song. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yysuZs0Pj6o
The Three Snow Bears by Jan Brett: Read Aloud. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3chhS3t5X4
Wilsonink, A. Children's Book Illustration - a magical course... part 1
https://www.annawilsonink.com/new-blog/2018/11/23/childrens-book-illustration-a-magicalcourse-part-1
Zephaniah, B. (2021). Nature Trail.
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More …
J. Allen. I'm Not Cute! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZic3g0euTU
L. Child. I Will Never Not Ever Eat a Tomato.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=taDxIIhL3mU&t=138s
L. Child. Who's Afraid of The Big Bad Book?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqGoXbK0xgE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBxyCm6MOjU
J. Donaldson. The Smartest Giant in Town.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vagken5CYxE
J. Donaldson. The Gruffalo's Child.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5tM34biTCRg
J. Kerr. The Tiger Who Came To Tea.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RjcxZemAxNI
J. Murphy. Peace at Last.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U9y35kWBvM
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